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Abstract
Contemporary machine translation systems usually rely
on offline data retrieved from the web for individual
model training, such as translation models and language
models. In contrast to existing methods, we propose
a novel approach that treats machine translation as a
web search task and utilizes the web on the fly to ac-
quire translation knowledge. This end-to-end approach
takes advantage of fresh web search results that are ca-
pable of leveraging tremendous web knowledge to ob-
tain phrase-level candidates on demand and then com-
pose sentence-level translations. Experimental results
show that our web-based machine translation method
demonstrates very promising performance in leverag-
ing fresh translation knowledge and making transla-
tion decisions. Furthermore, when combined with of-
fline models, it significantly outperforms a state-of-the-
art phrase-based statistical machine translation system.

Introduction
Web intelligence (Zhong et al. 2000; Yao et al. 2001) is rec-
ognized as a new direction for scientific research and devel-
opment to explore the fundamental roles and practical im-
pacts of artificial intelligence. Web-based methods work on
a web platform that contains a heterogeneous collection of
structured, unstructured, semi-structured, and inter-related
web documents consisting of multi-lingual texts. In addition,
a huge amount of multi-lingual user generated content from
social networks and a variety of websites is produced every
day. This content provides a great deal of web evidence that
can be viewed as implicit human knowledge.

Machine Translation (MT) has been studied for the
past decade. Among all the branches of MT research, the
most popular one is Statistical Machine Translation (SMT),
whose fundamental building blocks are bilingual corpora.
From bilingual corpora, statistical translation models and
reordering models can be effectively trained. Typically, a
SMT problem is formulated as the following: given a sen-
tence in source-side language, find its translation in target-
side language that maximizes the posterior probability com-
puted in the log-linear framework (Och and Ney 2002).

⇤This work was done while the first and third authors were vis-
iting Microsoft Research.
Copyright c� 2014, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

A bilingual corpora collection is the key for MT devel-
opment. Conventional SMT systems usually leverage web
mining techniques to construct bilingual corpora in an of-
fline way. A large number of parallel/comparable webpages
and documents can be crawled from the web (Resnik 1998;
Resnik and Smith 2003; Shi et al. 2006), which has helped
push forward MT development. In addition, monolingual
texts on the web are also crawled for language modeling.
Although web mining has been successfully utilized to col-
lect data for SMT, there is still fresh data emerging every
day that cannot be exploited in real-time with conventional
mining techniques. Therefore, real-time acquisition of trans-
lation knowledge is required for contemporary MT systems.

In this paper, we provide a new perspective for MT with
real-time web search. MT is treated as a web search task
and parallel data is acquired via search engines at runtime.
The advantage of our method is that no offline bilingual
corpora are required. Instead, fresh web search results are
leveraged to train the models on the fly. These models play
similar roles to offline SMT models. Commercial search en-
gines are utilized for information acquisition since they have
extensively indexed and processed an enormous amount of
real-time data that contains a great deal of fractional cross-
lingual knowledge. Hence, search engines provide comple-
mentary information to conventional web mining. This idea
was inspired by web-based Question Answering (QA) (Brill,
Dumais, and Banko 2002; Dumais et al. 2002). In web-
based QA, questions are rewritten into a set of queries. The
queries are sent to search engines, from which page sum-
maries (snippets) are collected and analyzed. The answer is
extracted from the n-grams of snippets with the assistance
of the data redundancy.

There are some challenges in collecting data on the fly
from the web to guarantee the translation quality, such as
speed and coverage. To this end, bilingual corpora are ob-
tained on demand according to the source text. Specifically,
the source text is first rewritten into a set of queries with
some hint words/phrases to trigger translation related web
search. This may return search results that contain parallel
data. We extract bilingual word pairs, phrase pairs, and sen-
tence pairs from these search results and form a bilingual
corpus. Using this corpus, a translation table is constructed
on the fly that contains bilingual phrase pairs. To generate
sentence-level translations, target phrases covered by source
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phrases are assembled into a Boolean “AND” query. The
Boolean query is also sent to search engines to find a proxi-
mate permutation of the target words and phrases. Therefore,
the monolingual data on the web indexed by search engines
is regarded as a language model. Finally, we use the standard
bottom-up decoding algorithm to generate the translation for
the whole sentence based on the log-linear model for MT.

Compared to conventional SMT methods, experimental
results demonstrate that our web-based MT method has sev-
eral promising advantages:
1. Parallel data obtained via web search is much fresher.

In contrast, traditional web mining of bilingual corpora
is relatively cumbersome and time-consuming. Hence the
data may be out-of-date from a practical perspective.

2. Web-based MT gets parallel data from web search
through source-side information. The retrieved parallel
data has high domain resemblance to the source texts.
Therefore, our web-based MT approach is able to provide
in-domain translation knowledge that is indispensable for
making translation decisions.

3. Web-based MT is a good supplement of current SMT ap-
proaches. When SMT systems are combined with web-
based MT, the translation accuracy is significantly im-
proved compared to only using offline models.

Related Work
During the past decades, the web was mainly utilized as
a huge repository where bilingual data and monolingual
data could be mined to improve translation modeling and
language modeling for MT. An early attempt at web min-
ing parallel data was introduced in the STRAND system
(Resnik 1998; Resnik and Smith 2003), aiming to automati-
cally identify parallel texts on the web. After that, web min-
ing techniques were widely adopted in parallel data con-
struction (Zhao and Vogel 2002; Munteanu and Marcu 2005;
Shi et al. 2006; Lin et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2009). One com-
mon property of these approaches is that they used web data
in an offline fashion. Webpages were crawled from the web,
in which parallel data was extracted to train statistical mod-
els. Distinct from previous research, Huang, Zhang, and Vo-
gel (2005) proposed using web search to mine key phrase
translations from a commercial search engine that had in-
dexed trillions of webpages. Therefore, the obtained phrase-
level parallel data was fresher. Following the research in
(Huang, Zhang, and Vogel 2005), we propose an end-to-end
machine translation approach that not only acquires phrase-
level translations but also composes sentence-level transla-
tions via search engines.

Web search based methods were also successfully ap-
plied in QA research (Brill, Dumais, and Banko 2002;
Dumais et al. 2002). Questions were rewritten into queries,
so that search engines could be used to obtain search re-
sults where potential answers might exist in the snippets. An
abundance of QA related features were leveraged to learn a
ranking model that was capable of finding the correct answer
to a question. Compared to web-based QA, our web-based
MT is a more challenging task since MT is a structured
learning problem, where the search space is much larger and

the correct answer is not unique. It is difficult to directly ap-
ply previous approaches in this scenario. Therefore, we need
to devise a systematic approach and design MT specific fea-
tures to achieve good translation performance.

Web-based MT Approach
In this section, we explain our web-based MT approach in
detail. Figure 1 sketches the high-level overview that illus-
trates the web-based MT. The system contains three steps:
query formulation, phrase-level translation generation, and
sentence-level translation generation. The input is text in a
source-side language and the output is the translation of the
source text. A variety of features are assembled in a ranking
model that helps generate N -best translation results.

Figure 1: The overview of web-based MT approach

Query Formulation
In web-based MT, the aim of query formulation is to rewrite
the source text into a group of n-gram queries for web
search, which helps with finding relevant parallel data so
that possible translations of the phrasal collocations can be
extracted. To this end, the generated n-grams need to be
searched using some hint words, which are able to trigger
translation related searches. Currently, commercial search
engines such as Google and Bing support question-style
queries with patterns such as “what is X” or “how to X”,
where the question focus “X” can be answered via a proper
search strategy. Similarly, in Chinese, the queries are “X/
¿H” (what is X) and “�7 X” (how to X). We select hint
words/phrases that play two important roles: 1) Strong in-
dicators to trigger translation related search; 2) Formulate a
question-style query to obtain answers from search engines.
Hence, we summarize several hint words/phrases in Table 1
to find potential translations of the queries from web search
engines. For Chinese-to-English translation, we submit Chi-
nese queries into web search engines. The motivation is that
a large number of non-English speakers often discuss En-
glish translations on their native websites that are indexed in
commercial search engines. Therefore, we are able to collect
the relevant parallel data from the search results.
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Figure 2: Search results of “1z«Òá˚—/¿H”. The English phrases in the box are phrase-level translation candidates.
The webpage on the right side is a search result from which example parallel sentences can be extracted.

Hint words/phrases templates
X(Òá�7Ù (how to say X in English)

XÒá˚—/¿H(what is the English translation of X)
X-Ò˘g (X Chinese-English parallel)

X-ÒÃÌãÂ (X Chinese-English example sentence)

Table 1: Hint words/phrases in Chinese where X is a source
n-gram. The meaning of the query is described in English.

Phrase-level Translation Generation

Similar to phrase-based SMT methods, sentence-level trans-
lation is composed of multiple phrase-level translations. To
find possible phrase-level translations from the web, the for-
mulated queries are sent to popular search engines such
as Google and Bing. Figure 2 shows a search example of
the query “1z« Òá˚—/¿H” (what is the En-
glish translation of 1z« (dementia)) from Bing. In the
search results, scattered translation knowledge can be found,
such as “Alzheimer’s disease” and “dementia”. These trans-
lations are mainly from wikis, weblogs, and other websites
where the content is generated by active users. In addition,
some search results come from online bilingual dictionar-
ies, where examples of bilingual sentence pairs for English
learners are obtained, as shown on the right side of Figure 2.

Therefore, parallel data is retrieved from two chan-
nels on the web: 1) Scattered and unstructured bilingual
word/phrase pairs in the snippets; 2) Structured sentence
pairs from online dictionaries. Sentence pairs from online
dictionaries are easy to extract because example sentences
satisfy some of the template constraints in webpages. For
word/phrase pairs in the snippets, we use the frequency-
distance model proposed in (Huang, Zhang, and Vogel 2005)
to select potential translations of the queries. For each En-

glish phrase e in the snippets in Figure 2, a frequency-
distance weight is computed as:

w(e) =
X

si

X

fi,j

1

d(fi,j , e)
(1)

where si is a search snippet, the source phrase occurs in si is
fi,j (j � 1 since f may occur several times in a snippet), and
d(fi,j , e) is the distance between fi,j and e, i.e., the number
of characters between the two phrases. We only retain the
top-5 target phrases ranked by w(e) scores.

After accumulating the extracted bilingual pairs (includ-
ing word, phrase, and sentence pairs) to form a bilingual
corpus, the HMM alignment method (Vogel, Ney, and Till-
mann 1996) is performed. Although the corpus is very small,
HMM still performs well since the parallel data is specially
tailored for the source sentence and the vocabulary size is
very small. With the word alignment, the phrase extraction
method (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003) in SMT is used to
extract phrase pairs. The procedure is fast because the corpus
only contains hundreds of bilingual phrase/sentence pairs.

To train a web-based translation model P (ēI1| ¯f I
1 ,W)

given the web W, we use the maximum likelihood estima-
tion method to compute the probability approximately as:

P (ēi| ¯fi,W) ⇡ Count( ¯fi, ēi)P
ē0i

Count( ¯fi, ¯e0i)
(2)

where { ¯fi, ēi} is a phrase pair extracted from the parallel
corpus collected from search engines, and Count( ¯fi, ēi) is
the count of { ¯fi, ēi} in the corpus.

Sentence-level Translation Generation
With the phrase-level translations extracted from the re-
trieved search results, sentence-level translations are gener-
ated in which web search is utilized for language model-
ing. Conventional SMT approaches always collect a large
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amount of monolingual data to train an offline language
model, which helps in making translation decisions and re-
ordering. However, in the web-based MT approach, the lan-
guage model is not pre-built offline. Instead, it is trained on-
the-fly during the web search process since snippets from
search engines can be leveraged. To use search engines for
this purpose, we generate a set of Boolean queries during
the MT decoding process. Suppose f [i, j] denotes a source-
side n-gram from i-th to j-th word and e[i, j] is a trans-
lation of f [i, j]. When two source-side phrases f [i, k] and
f [k + 1, j] are combined into a larger phrase f [i, j], the
target-side phrases e[i, k] and e[k + 1, j] are also combined
in either monotonic order or reversed order to compose
e[i, j]. At this time, a Boolean search query “e[i, k] AND
e[k+1, j]” is used to retrieve possible combinations of e[i, k]
and e[k + 1, j] from search snippets. We collect these snip-
pets for all the phrases combined in a bottom-up decoding
process based on Inversion Transduction Grammars (ITG)
(Wu 1997) within a distortion limit ⇤. The details are shown
in Algorithm 1. Given an input sentence with n words (line
1), we first obtain phrase-level translations for all source-
side phrases with a length no more than � (line 2-4). Then,
for each span [i, j] where j � i  ⇤, we traverse all of its
sub-span pairs to generate Boolean queries and combine two
sub-spans in both monotonic and reversed orders (line 8-10).
For each span [i, j] where j � i > ⇤, its sub-span pairs are
combined only in the monotonic order (line 11-12). To speed
up the decoding process, we use beam search algorithms that
only retain the top-N translations for each source-side n-
gram f [i, j] (line 15). Finally, the N -best translations with
the highest scores are obtained (line 18). In our experiments,
� was set to 3 and ⇤ was set to 10.

Figure 3: An example of the bottom-up decoding process,
in which phrases are combined in a monotonic or reversed
way.

Figure 3 illustrates an example that gives several phrase
pairs and combines them from bottom to top. When “in
elderly people” and “common disease” are combined, the
query and search results are shown in Figure 4. The snippets
show that the target-side phrases appear with contextual in-
formation that is appropriate to train a web-based language
model on the fly. An m-gram language model is used to pre-
dict the next word based on the information from previous
m � 1 words. We use the stupid backoff approach (Brants
et al. 2007) for web-based language model smoothing. The

Algorithm 1 Decoding in web-based MT
1: Given an input sentence f [0, n� 1]
2: for all i, j s.t. 0  j � i  � do
3: Obtain phrase-level translation for f [i, j] as e[i, j]
4: end for
5: for length l 1 . . . n� 1 do
6: for all i, j s.t. j � i = l do
7: for all k 2 [i, j] do
8: if l  ⇤ then
9: B generate a Boolean query “e[i, k] AND e[k +

1, j]” and retrieve search snippets.
10: B combine e[i, k] and e[k, j] into e[i, j] in both

monotonic and reversed orders.
11: else
12: B combine e[i, k] and e[k + 1, j] into e[i, j] only

in the monotonic order.
13: end if
14: end for
15: B keep top-N translations for f [i, j] via web searched

information.
16: end for
17: end for
18: return e[0, n� 1]

computation is:

p(wi|wi�1
i�m+1) =

(
c(wi

i�m+1)

c(wi�1
i�m+1)

if c(wi
i�m+1) > 0

↵ · p(wi|wi�1
i�m+2) otherwise

(3)
where c(·) is the count of an m-gram from the snippets. ↵
is backoff weight that is set to the same value (↵ = 0.4) as
in the original paper. Due to its fast and simple implemen-
tation, these m-gram counts can be accumulated during the
translation procedure, so that the language models will be
more accurate as more snippets are retrieved.

Model

Finally, we use a ranking model to generate N -best transla-
tions based on the proposed features. Given a sentence f in
a source language, the web-based MT system searches for
a target translation ê that has the maximum posterior proba-
bility, given the web W as the knowledge source:

ê = argmax

e2H
P (e|f,W)

= argmax

e2H
{
X

i

wi · log �i(f, e)}
(4)

where H is the hypothesis space. The probability is given by
the standard log-linear model in MT (Och and Ney 2002),
where �i(f, e) denotes a feature function and wi is the
corresponding feature weight. Distinct from conventional
machine translation methods, web-based MT utilizes web-
based features, including a web-based translation model
(two directions) and a web-based language model. In ad-
dition, we also use the standard features, including word
penalty, phrase penalty, and NULL penalty.
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Figure 4: Search results from Bing using the query “in el-
derly people” AND “common disease”.

Experiments
We evaluated our web-based MT approach on two Chinese-
to-English machine translation tasks: 1) phrase-level trans-
lation, which verifies the capability of web-based MT to
collect fresh translation knowledge, and 2) sentence-level
translation, which aims to further investigate whether web
searched data provides in-domain translation knowledge ac-
cording to the source text.

Setup
We evaluated phrase-level translation quality using a pub-
lic dataset released by (Huang, Zhang, and Vogel 2005) and
compared the accuracy to that approach. The dataset con-
tains 310 Chinese phrases from 12 domains and their En-
glish translations. A hypothesized translation is considered
correct when it matches one of the reference translations.

The performance of sentence-level translation was com-
pared to a state-of-the-art SMT baseline, which is an in-
house phrase-based SMT decoder based on ITG with a
lexicalized reordering model (Xiong, Liu, and Lin 2006).
The baseline system was trained on 30 million Chinese-
English sentence pairs including training data from NIST
and IWSLT, as well as a large amount of parallel data mined
from the web (Lin et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2009). An offline
4-gram language model was trained using web mined mono-
lingual data, which contains 12 billion tokens in total. The
development data for parameter tuning with MERT (Och
2003) is a human annotated dataset with 1,483 sentences for
both the baseline and our web-based MT system. The test-
ing data includes 4 datasets from different genres, which are
shown in Table 2. Case-insensitive BLEU4 (Papineni et al.
2002) was used as the evaluation metric of the translation
quality. A statistical significance test was performed using
the bootstrap re-sampling method (Koehn 2004).

We conducted web search via a distributed system that
contained 48 nodes, on which a large number of search
queries were sent to Bing in order to obtain search results
in parallel. We retrieved top-10 search results for each query
in phrase-level translation and sentence-level translation.

Test Datasets #Sentences Genre
NIST 2008 1,357 newswire and weblog
IWSLT 2010 504 colloquial
Wikipedia 1,570 formal introduction
Novel 1,200 literature

Table 2: Testing data used in the experiments.

Phrase-level Translation Quality
We used Bing to search each phrase with the four hint
phrases shown in Table 1. Table 3 shows the phrase-level
translation accuracy of our method from the top-5 hypothe-
ses, compared to the results reported in (Huang, Zhang,
and Vogel 2005) as well as the baseline SMT system. Both
our method and Huang’s method outperformed the SMT
method, which shows the effectiveness of fresh web search
results. Although our method did not perform as well as
Huang’s method in top-1 accuracy, it achieved much higher
accuracy (+6.1) within top-5 results only with four simple
hint words. The advantage of our method is that we directly
leverage some effective hint words/phrases so that our ap-
proach can be applied to common words/phrases translation.
However, Huang’s method has the limitation that it only fo-
cuses on key phrase translations such as entities. Therefore,
our method is an effective combination of Huang’s method
and traditional SMT methods. In addition, our method only
needed 40 search results to achieve this accuracy, compared
to 165 search results in (Huang, Zhang, and Vogel 2005),
which saves a lot of time. Hence, our approach is more ca-
pable of exploiting the potential of search engines. This also
confirms that the Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate of web-
based MT is much lower than that of the SMT methods.

Methods Accuracy of the Top-N (%)
Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5

Baseline SMT 61.0 67.1 71.6 73.9 74.5
Huang’s method 80.0 86.5 89.0 90.0 90.0
Ours 73.2 84.5 90.3 93.9 96.1

Table 3: Phrase-level translation accuracy.

Sentence-level Translation Quality
We evaluated the sentence-level translation accuracy on the
datasets from different genres, with the results shown in Ta-
ble 4. Although the web-based method does not utilize any
offline training data, its translation performance is compa-
rable to an SMT baseline trained with huge parallel data.
This confirms that the translation knowledge retrieved from
web search is extremely effective, especially on the Novel
dataset. The main reason is that the Novel dataset con-
tains many named entities, such as person names and place
names, where our web-based method shows its superiority.
Moreover, we also add an offline-trained reordering model,
translation model, and language model into the log-linear
model in order to investigate whether web-based methods
can help conventional SMT systems. The results show that
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Figure 5: Phrase pair coverage of baseline SMT and web-based MT, as well as their intersection and union filtered by the Novel
dataset. “SL” denotes the number of words in the source phrase and “TL” denotes the number of words in the target phrase.
E.g., for a phrase pair h1z«, alzheimer’s diseasei, it is a “SL=1,TL=2” pair.

web-based methods bring additional benefits to the transla-
tion systems. The best performance was achieved when we
used the baseline features as well as the web-based features
(web-based TM + web-based LM) in a domain adaptation
way (Koehn and Schroeder 2007), where web-based TM and
web-based LM were viewed as in-domain models while the
baseline TM and LM were viewed as general models.

Settings NIST IWSLT Wiki Novel
SMT(RM+TM+LM) 30.48 39.95 27.66 26.26
WBMT(wTM+wLM) 25.23 35.2 23.21 24.27
WBMT+RM 26.08 35.80 23.93 25.11
WBMT+TM 27.79 38.51 26.32 26.03
WBMT+LM 27.03 37.93 25.18 25.84
SMT+wTM 30.81 40.85 28.11 28.21
SMT+wLM 30.51 40.41 27.78 27.54
SMT+WBMT 30.88 41.03 28.18 28.68

Table 4: End-to-end evaluation on sentence-level translation
accuracy in BLEU% (p < 0.05). WBMT denotes web-based
MT that utilizes web-based TM (wTM) and web-based LM
(wLM). RM, TM, and LM denote the offline reordering
model, translation model, and language model, respectively.

To further explore how the web helps MT, we looked into
the details of web searched data. We compared the phrase
pairs extracted from offline training data and those extracted
from online retrieved data, as well as their intersection and
union, with the results shown in Figure 5. We found that the
phrase pair coverage of SMT was much larger than the web-
based method, which is the main reason for the translation
performance gap. However, we observed that the web-based
method can provide new phrase pairs as the union shows,
although the amount of offline training data was huge in the
experiments. This confirms that using search engines can al-
ways deliver up-to-date translation knowledge. For example,
the translation of a Chinese phrase “⇤±KØ√” in the
Novel dataset does not exist in the traditional parallel cor-
pus. However, using our web-based method, the translation
can be easily found from a search snippet as:

...=°Ú)n^-ß6ß�:€≥Rt�ÍA
Å⇣d?� (⇤⇤⇤±±±KKKØØØ√√√�Blackstable �÷
/6/ÕO(�w��e(ƒøf!  ...

The search result is from a Chinese website docin.com that is
full of ever-increasing user generated content, which is be-
yond the capacity of conventional web mining techniques
such as (Lin et al. 2008). Furthermore, we analyzed the
translation results in the testing datasets. Two examples
from the Wikipedia dataset in Table 5 demonstrate that web
searched parallel data is indeed more domain relevant to the
translated texts. In the SMT system, although “ÕÅ'” and
“;õ” are translated correctly in a literal manner, they are
not the most accurate choice for the collocation “’ãÕÅ
'” and “Õõ;õ”. In contrast, the combined system pro-
vides more in-domain translation knowledge, hence it sig-
nificantly outperforms the SMT baseline.

Src ü˝'Ñ�� Ù⇢Ñ’ã
::::::
ÕÅ'

Ref functional differences have more legal
:::::::::
significance

SMT functional differences have more legal
:::::::::
importance

SMT+WBMT functional differences have more legal
:::::::::
significance

Src Œ�=œœ⌘Õõ
::::
;õ ⇣Ñ_1

Ref thereby minimizing losses due to gravity
:::
drag

SMT to minimise damage caused by the gravity
::::::::
resistance

SMT+WBMT so as to minimize the damage caused by gravity
::::
drag

Table 5: An example illustrating in-domain knowledge,
where “Src” is the source sentence and “Ref” is the refer-
ence translation.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a web-based MT approach using
real-time web search, where parallel data is completely ob-
tained via web search on the fly. The web-based MT method
is able to provide fresh data and incorporate in-domain trans-
lation knowledge. Furthermore, it is language independent
once the search engines are available. Experimental results
demonstrated that our method leads to substantial improve-
ments compared to a state-of-the-art baseline.

In the future, we will try to devise more intelligent search
schemes that can alleviate the data coverage problem in
web-based MT. Furthermore, we also plan to address the
challenge that translation results may vary due to the ever-
changing web search results.
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